March 2017

Watch out:
- Mars close to Moon on 1st and 30th
- Jupiter close to Moon on 14th night
- Saturn close to Moon on 20th dawn
- Venus close to Moon on 27th dawn
- Mercury close to Moon on 29th dusk

Sun: Moves from Aquarius to Pisces
Right Ascension changes from 22:48 to 0:38
Declination changes from -7° 35' to +4° 08'
Vernal equinox on 20th. Day and night will be of equal duration.

Moon: First quarter on 5th
Full moon on 12th 20:24
Last quarter on 20th
New Moon on 28th at 8:27
At Perigee on 3rd & 30th, Apogee on 18th

Planets:
Mercury: Visible at dusk towards the end of the month. Moves from Aquarius to Aries Close to Moon on 29th
Venus: Visible at dusk in the beginning of the month. Moves from Pisces towards Aquarius i.e., Retrograde motion. Inferior conjunction with Sun on 25th Visible at dawn for the next days. Close to Moon on 27th
Mars: Moves from Pisces to Aries At superior conjunction with Sun on 7th Visible at dusk for the next days of month. Close to Moon on 1st and 30th
Jupiter: Visible throughout the night in Virgo Pairs with Moon on 14th
Saturn: Visible at dawn in Sagittarius Close to Moon on 20th
Uranus: 3° 6N of Moon on 1st in Pisces.
Neptune: 0° 01 N of Moon on 26th in Aquarius Occultation not visible from India.

www.heavens-above.com gives predictions for the visibility of comets, asteroids and artificial satellites